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RVF RELIABLE VOID FORM
1. Product Name:
Reliable Void Forms, llc.
Molded Pulp VoidsTM for under concrete
structural construction;
Manufacturer
Reliable Void Forms, llc MPV
13801 Avenue K
Austin, Texas 78728
Corporate:
Email: sales@reliablevoidforms.com
Website: www.reliablevoidforms.com
2. Product Description
BASIC USE
Reliable Void Forms, LLC. patented Molded Pulp
Voids are used between the ground and
structural concrete structures to provide a void
for the expansive soil to swell into. With only
18% contact area with the ground the RVF allows
the soil to expand into the open space as shown
in tests done at UTSA. The RVF molded pulp void
will also deteriorate over time underneath the
concrete.
TYPES
The unique shape and composition of the RVF
gives greater strength and moisture resistance
while placing the concrete over the system
which consists of 1/4” hard cover and vapor
barrier purchased separately. Can be placed in
damp conditions.
COMPOSITION & MATERIALS
RVF material is a mixture of primarily blank
newspaper, corrugated paper and waterresistant chemicals in a proprietary ratio. All
materials are 100% recycled and are primarily
post-industrial. A biocide is used to kill germs
and bacteria in the pulp. Other biodegradable
chemicals are added for drainage, as a retention
aid, as a dry strength additive, and a sizing
agent. Exact
chemical
additives
are
proprietary.

Keeping it simple each void size has only one unit
shaped 2’ x 2’ that can be cut or torn to fit any
beam or penetration up into the concrete. RVF
comes in a slab form and a beam form. The
beam forms have an added moisture resistance.
For shipping and storing the forms are stacked
on a pallet with a pallet cover. The pallets are
unloaded at the site, no need to store in a trailer
or container on the job. Just keep the pallet
covers on each pallet on high point of job until
ready to place. No trailers to move off the job
since space is limited on most job sites. No rental
fees or extra freight.
RVF products should be placed as
recommended.
Loads that exceed the
manufacturer’s recommendations may cause
product damage.
4. Technical Data
Test data from independent engineering firm
and University of Texas San Antonio is available
from manufacturer.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
See Composition & Materials
5. Installation
Prepare grade per engineer specifications.
Place the RVF cones-up or cones down. Works
well both ways. Break, tear or cut RVF to fit in
beams and around pipes and piers or other
penetrations.
Cover the RVF with 1/8”
hardboard and vapor barrier taped at the seams.
Idea is to not allow concrete to get below the
barrier to eliminate the void. See installation
brochure for more detailed application
instructions.
6. Availability & Cost
Sold through approved distributors. Cost varies
per job conditions.
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7. Warranty
Reliable Void Forms, LLC guarantees its
products are free from defects in workmanship.
We stand behind our products. If our forms
are properly installed in accordance with
our installation instructions and they fail
we have product liability insurance.

8. Maintenance
Torn or cut pieces 6” or greater are structurally
sound and can be used in the void placement.
In wet conditions the forms can be used within
48 hours after exposure to moisture. If not
installed when exposed to moisture allow to dry
and test to see if acceptable for placement. This
product can withstand some moisture. If any
doubt call for representative to inspect for use.
9. Technical Service
Call manufacturer at listed numbers in #2.

Concrete Forms & Accessories 03100

12" RVF

Reliable Void Forms Specifications
Void for Slabs

Void for Beams

Recommended installation
procedures:

Part Number

7745 Slab

7745 Beam

• Place RVF forms end to
end on level ground

Identifying color mark

Green

Red

Length x Width x Height

24" x 24" x 12"

24" x 24" x 12”

Surface contact area

18%

18%

Dry weight

3.0 lbs

3.0 lbs

Approximate dry
capacity

1200 psf

1300 psf

Approved for
concrete up to

8" thick

10" - 48" thick

Material

Recycled Waste Paper

Recycled Waste Paper

Recycled material
content

100%

100%

Forms per pallet

56 forms

56 forms

Square feet per pallet

224 sqft

224 sqft

Stripe Color

Green

Red

Pulp Color

Tan

Dark Brown

• Break or cut RVF to fit.
Foam can be used for
gaps around pipes
& piers
• Cover RVF forms with
hardboard panels, 1/8”
minimum thickness
• Cover hardboard with
poly-film, 10 mil minimum thickness
• We recommend you
start at the perimeter so
that you do not have cut
forms on the edge. Then
work around the piers
so that any cut forms
are in the middle, away
from edges.
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Introducing, the most reliable, affordable,
easy to use void form in the world

Reliable
Void Forms

TOP VIEW

PERSPECTIVE VIEW

SCALE: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

SCALE: N.T.S.

ELEVATION
SCALE: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

VOID FORM DETAILS

RVF FORM DETAILS
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Features:
•

Engineered to weaken slowly

•

Designed to handle moisture

•

Shape allows soil expansion
into cavities

•

American made from 100%
recycled paper
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Frequently Asked Questions
1. Do you have preformed pieces to fit
around the circumference of the pier?
Preformed shapes are not necessary with
Reliable Void Forms (RVF). RVF can be
cut to fit without losing the strength or
moisture resistance. You can cut a hole
in the middle, remove a corner, or cut a
shape to fit around a pipe or pier without
worry. Construction foam is also a good
way to fill small gaps if you prefer not to
cut forms.
2. Seems that the subcontractor will
need to be very good at a tight fit for the
mdf boards and the HDPE retainers to
make the system close up well. I would
not think that taped joints on the vapor
retarder would be the only protection from
concrete entering the void.
Just like with carton forms, a good vapor
barrier with taped joints is all that is
required. Some customers also chose to
tape the hardboard panels.
3. The photos show separate beam and
slab placements. Does this system
work well when the beams and slab are
cast monolithic?
Yes, this system works well when placed
monolithic. It is not necessary but some
customers have poured a thin mud seal
over the covered Reliable Void Forms in
the beams for protection and to form a soil
retainer while they prep the slab and then
place the foundation.
4. Why are the forms not larger?
Reliable Void Forms are 24” x 24”, optimized
for installer handling, shipping, storage and
production cost. Since the RVF only weighs
3 lbs. each, installers can pick up several
in a stack and drop them one at at time to
quickly cover a large area.

taping carton forms with partitions hoping
they won’t fail.
6. What about storage at the job site?
Reliable Void Forms are stacked on 4x4
pallets, shrink wrapped for stability in transit
and covered with a poly film pallet cover
for job site storage protection. No costly
storage trailers are in the way at the job and
no back-haul charges for freight.
7. Can Reliable Void Forms be stacked to
create deeper void space?
RVF can be stacked to achieve a deeper
void. Place the first layer as normal. Stack
the second layer upside down so the forms
are face to face with good stability. Put
cover board on the top only, not in between
the stacked forms. Then cover with vapor
barrier taped securely at all joints. We
recommend you start at the perimeter so
that you do not have cut forms on the edge.
Then work around the piers so that any cut
forms are in the middle, away from edges.
8. What if the Reliable Void Forms get wet?
The RVF are water resistant but NOT WATER
PROOF. Some tips to determine if moist RVF
are ok to use:
A. They should support someone walking
on them without deflection.
B. You should not be able to compress the
form with your hand
C. If a form weighs more than 4 pounds it
should not be used
D. RVF can be used on damp soil, but NOT
standing water
E. The ground should support the form
without sinking into the soil
F. The forms should not be exposed to
moisture for more than 48 hours
G. If you have doubts, replace the forms

5. Does it take longer to install these parts?
No. Experienced users should be able
to install RVF quicker than carton forms.
Customers like that RVF can be torn or cut
to shape still hold their strength. No more
complicated puzzle layouts, no cutting and
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Material Safety
Data Sheet (MSDS)

Material Makeup
Material is a mixture of primarily blank newspaper and corrugated in
a proprietary ratio. All materials are 100% recycled and are primarily
post-industrial, however they come from different sources so the exact
composition of each item is unknown.

Chemical Additives
• Drainage and retention aid
˚ Enhances water drainage and
retention of fine fibers
• Dry strength additive
˚ Increase strength of the dry
products

• Biocide
˚ Kills germs and bacteria in
pulp

˚ This is not an insecticide and
is rendered harmless during
production process

• Sizing agent
˚ Imparts water resistance to
dry products. This does not
make them waterproof
Note: Exact Chemical additives are proprietary and will not be revealed.

Material Specifications
•
•
•
•

Density: 0.0122 lb/in^3
Tensile Strength: 150 psi
Yield Strength: 1339.77 psi
Burst Strength: 175 psi

• Specific Heat: 0.478 Btu/(lb F˚)
• Water Holdout: 3+ hours at
70-100 F˚

Note: All values determined through experimentation and testing by HMP. Due
to natural inconsistencies in material and variances in product design, values
should be understood to be approximate and should not be relied upon for
critical measures.
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Have Carton
Forms Failed You?
How Sure Are You About Your
Void Forms?

Traditional
Reliable
VS.
Carton Forms
Void Forms
No moisture!
Complicated sizes & plan
Trailer fees & bulky
Risky to cut or adjust size

MANY KNOWN FAILURES

Ok up to 48 hours after moisture
Simple to layout
No trailer fees, nested stack, less space
Break or cut, no problem, easy

RELIABLE, EVEN WHEN IT RAINS

Reliable Void Form’s mission is to provide affordable
void forms that:
1. contractors & engineers can trust
2. protect foundations from expansive soils
3. keep projects moving when it’s wet

THINK OUTSIDE
THE BOX!

RELIABLE VOID FORMS, LLC.

Unexpected rain fell on this project, but they used
Reliable Void Forms, so, no problem
If they had used traditional carton

forms, they would
have had to remove and replace the boxes

Traditional
carton forms
In their own words:
x Wet carton void forms
must not be used
X Important that carton void
forms are kept dry
X Keep carton void forms away
from any surface moisture
X Minimize carton void
forms exposure to
environmental moisture
X Keep water away from
the work area

Reliable
Void Forms
solve the moisture
problem:
Reliable Void Forms store
safely outside as delivered
Use Reliable Void Forms in
either wet or dry conditions
OK up to 48 hours after
exposure to moisture

X Runnoff from precipitation
should not be allowed to collect
X Carton void forms used in
trenches are the most at risk
RELIABLE VOID FORMS, LLC.

5. SLABS: When placing forms in the slab area be sure

final edge form for a more stable walking and placement

to place forms tight against each other with cones up or

area. Place cover board over the entire surface and

down. Use a full size form at the edge of the slab area.

cover with vapor barrier. Tape seams of vapor barrier.

If smaller pieces are needed, use them inside of the

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
330 Pfingsten Road
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
847.272.7400 tel | 847.291.5189 fax
www.wje.com

December 23, 2015

Mr. Steve Stiles
Reliable Void Forms
13801 Avenue K
Austin, Texas 78728
Re: Void Form Testing
WJE No. 2011.4633
Dear Mr. Stiles:
At your request, the firm of Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE) performed static load tests on
cardboard and molded pulp void forms provided by you. The forms were tested to determine the load
carrying capacity effect of moisture at varying exposure times. All testing was performed at the WJE
Structural Laboratory in Northbrook, Illinois. This report describes the test procedure and results.

BACKGROUND
Void forms are typically used for construction of concrete slabs in severe expansive soil conditions. An
expansive soil swells when it becomes saturated with moisture (e.g., rain, snow). The void forms create
space between concrete structures and expansive soils, thereby isolating the concrete from the swelling
ground. The forms provide a temporary support platform for concrete placement until the structural member
(i.e., a grade beam or structural concrete slab) cure adequately and can support itself across drilled piers,
intermittent footings, or other concrete foundation members. The form material, lying under cast structural
concrete, is designed to gradually absorb ground moisture and lose its strength. After the concrete has
cured, a space which soil can expand without causing damage to the hardened concrete is created as the
form gradually deteriorates.
Testing was performed on several styles of void forms to determine load capacity loss after exposure to 100
percent relative humidity for a specified time period.

TEST SAMPLES
Testing was performed on two different void forms. One type was manufactured from cardboard with a
wax coating. This type of form was referred to as a cardboard void form (CV). The other type was
manufactured from paper pulp. This form was referred to as a molded pulp void form (MPV).
Cardboard Void Form - The CV forms had three configurations: trench, trap and slab. The trench form
was rectangular in shape measuring 12-in. wide by 6-in. tall by 60-in. long (Figure 1). The trap form was
trapezoidal in shape measuring 12-in. at the base and 7-in. at the top, 6-in. tall and 60-in. long (Figure 2).
During testing of the trap CV, two forms were placed together, alternating forms with the 12-in. base on
the floor and forms with the 7-in. dimension on the floor. The slab form was rectangular in shape measuring
30-in. wide by 6-in. tall by 60-in. long (Figure 3).
Molded Pulp Void Form - The MPV forms were square in shape measuring 24-in. wide by 24-in. long by
6-in. high (Figure 4). The MPV slab forms have an average weight of 3 lbs and the MPV trench forms have
an average weight of 5 lbs. Only the MPV slab forms were tested.
Headquarters & Laboratories–Northbrook, Illinois
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TEST PROCEDURE
Sample Conditioning - Each form sample type was tested dry and after being exposed to 100 percent
relative humidity for a specified period of time. The moist exposure period ranged from 24 hours to 28
days. Each form was weighed before testing to determine the amount of moisture absorbed during the
exposure period.
Test Setup - Testing consisted of uniformly loading a form to failure. The test setup consisted of a load
frame, hydraulic ram, and load cell (Figure 5). The load was applied through a stiffened wood box to
uniformly distribute the applied load from the hydraulic ram (Figures 6 and 7).
Performance of Test - Each tested form was placed on the laboratory structural floor; the wood box was
positioned on the form; and a steel tube or aluminum beam was placed on the wood box as a spacer between
the hydraulic ram. The form was loaded monotonically until failure occurred. Failure occurred within 1 to
2 minutes of the initial loading. The applied load was recorded with a digital load indicator.
Testing was stopped when failure occurred. Failure was defined as the forms inability to resist an increase
in applied load. The form typically crushed at failure. Figures 8 and 9 show a typical failure of a CV and
MPV form, respectively.

TEST RESULTS
The test results are tabulated below. The table lists the sample identification, duration of moisture exposure,
dry weight, tested weight (weight after 100 percent humidity exposure), failure load and failure pressure
based on the form area.

Table 1. Cardboard Void - Trench1
Exposure
Period (days)
Dry
1
3
7

Dry Weight
(lbs)
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25

Tested Weight
(lbs)
4.25
5.15
5.90
5.90

Ultimate Load
(lbf)
6861
3878
1876
466

Ultimate Stress
(psf)
1372
776
375
94

Note 1: Data based on a single test for each exposure period

Table 2. Cardboard Void - Trap1
Exposure
Period (days)
0
1
3
72

Dry Weight
(lbs)
7.90
7.90
7.90
7.90

Tested Weight
(lbs)
7.90
10.0
12.0
---

Ultimate Load
(lbf)
9294
5830
3265
---

Note 1: Data based on a single test for each exposure period
Note 2: Trap form at 7 days was deteriorated to the point that it could not be tested

Ultimate Stress
(psf)
1174
736
412
---
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Table 3. Cardboard Void - Slab1
Exposure Period
(days)
0
1
3
7

Dry Weight
(lbs)
8.10
8.10
8.05
8.05

Tested Weight
(lbs)
8.10
9.40
11.6
---

Ultimate Load
(lbf)
10,280
6322
2248
466

Ultimate Stress
(psf)
822
505
180
37

Note 1: Data based on a single test for each exposure period

Table 4. Molded Pulp Void - Slab3
Exposure Period
(days)
0
1
3
7
28

Dry Weight
(lbs)
3.05
3.05
3.05
3.05
3.05

Tested Weight
(lbs)
3.05
9.10
9.50
11.0
10.5

Ultimate Load
(lbf)
5693
533
551
391
482

Ultimate Stress
(psf)
1423
134
138
98
121

Note 3: Data based on the average of three tests for each exposure period

Table 4 shows a slight increase in the ultimate stress comparing samples with exposure times of 1 day and
3 days, and 7 days and 28 days. This is a result of one sample of the three for 3 days and one sample of the
three for the 28 days not absorbing as much water as the other two of the group.

SUMMARY
WJE has performed compression load testing of cardboard and molded pulp void forms. These forms are
typically used for form casting concrete in areas with expansive soils. Testing was performed to determine
the load capacity loss after exposure to 100 percent humidity over varying periods of time.

Sincerely,
WISS, JANNEY, ELSTNER ASSOCIATES, INC.

John Pearson
Associate Principal

